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Jeff Bezos is about to soar on his space travel company's first flight with people on board. The founder of Blue Origin as well as Amazon on Tuesday will become the second billionaire to ride his own ...
Blue Origin Launch: Bezos riding own rocket on company's 1st flight with people
A manikin headed to the moon as part of NASA's Artemis 1 mission has a new name. Say hello to "Commander ... an electrical engineer who helped bring Apollo 13 safely back to Earth after a service ...
Moon-bound NASA manikin gets new name honoring Apollo 13 trailblazer
The claim: Jack Black’s mother helped design a system that contributed to the safe return of the Apollo 13 astronauts Jack ... Judith Love Cohen danced with the New York Metropolitan Opera ...
Fact check: Yes, Jack Black's mother worked on system that helped save Apollo 13 astronauts
Jeff Bezos has been cleared for liftoff. The billionaire's spaceflight company, Blue Origin, has completed the flight readiness review for its first-ever crewed launch, which will send Bezos and three ...
Blue Origin's New Shepard rocket is 'go' to launch Jeff Bezos (and crew) on 1st astronaut flight
BLUE ORIGIN is about to kickstart its space tourism operation with billionaire Jeff Bezos launching into space today. Watch the historic space flight live online with Express.co.uk.
Blue Origin launch LIVE stream: Watch Jeff Bezos's historic first space flight online here
Sue Nelson, a UK science writer ... In 1995, New York native Eileen Collins helmed Discovery, becoming the first female shuttle pilot and invited the 13 trailblazers to watch the launch.
NASA failed this female astronaut, now Jeff Bezos is taking her to space
Oregon's Bootleg wildfire, currently the largest active blaze in the US, has so far scorched an area 1.5 times the size of New York City, has destroyed at ...
Oregon Bootleg wildfire scorches area 1.5 times the size of New York City, destroyed 160 homes and 117 buildings so far
That's what astronauts Dave Scott and Jim Irwin said as they took the first lunar rover out for a shakedown. Officially called the Lunar Roving Vehicle, it was a part of the final three Apollo ...
Apollo 15: 'The Lunar Rover Changed Everything'
The three astronauts from Apollo ... 13 accident. They also recounted astronaut Shepard's surprise golf outing on the moon and how America's third lunar landing pushed the frontier of lunar science.
Apollo 14 recalled as 'back to space' mission that expanded lunar science
Josh Harris, the co-founder of Apollo Global Management Inc. who was passed over for the top job at the private equity powerhouse earlier this year, is laying the groundwork to raise his own fund.
Apollo’s Harris Plans to Start a Private-Equity Fund of His Own
Humans have not set foot on the moon for nearly 50 years, but the Apollo moon missions aren’t over. The echoes from Neil Armstrong’s first steps are still helping scientists make giant leaps in ...
Still taking giant leaps from lunar small steps: Purdue scientists analyze moon dust collected by Apollo 17 astronauts
Apollo Global Management is in talks to join the Fortress Investments-led consortium bidding to buy Morrisons and will not make its own approach for the supermarket.
City snapshot: Apollo in talks to join Fortress’ Morrisons bid
1 Cornell-Sydney University Astronomy Center, Space Sciences Building, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York See allHide authors and affiliations ... you for your interest in spreading the word about ...
Apollo 11 Observations of a Remarkable Glazing Phenomenon on the Lunar Surface
Lumen, the communications-infrastructure company, is in talks to sell some of its assets to PE firm Apollo Global, a media report says.
Lumen Is Said to Be in Talks to Sell $5B of Assets to Apollo Global
Swift lays out the untold story, an almost unbelievable account of how NASA pushed, pulled and willed the creation of the Apollo lunar rover in a time frame that left little margin for error.
Author brings to life saga of NASA’s successes with Apollo lunar rover during the final moon landings
By Joumana Khatib Bell’s novel — equal parts techno-thriller and science fiction — is an ... Frenkel and Kang, both The New York Times journalists, draw on hundreds of interviews to show ...
13 New Books Coming in July
The relationship between Karp and Black served as a bridge between their organizations: Paul Weiss, with 1,000 lawyers in New York City, and Apollo ... to interviews with 13 people who have ...
Law firm Paul Weiss' relationship with Apollo has been lucrative. Insiders say it's also sowed tensions within the firm and altered its DNA.
Apollo Global Management, Inc. (NYSE: APO) (together with its consolidated subsidiaries, "Apollo" or the "Firm") today announced the appointment of David Krone as Senior Partner and Global Head of ...
Apollo Names David Krone Global Head of Public Policy
Rocket science … Apollo 9’s Earth‑orbiting mission in ... Michael Collins and Neil Armstrong are in a tickertape parade in New York, August 1969. Photograph: Bill Taub/Nasa/Reuters It ...
The Greatest Adventure by Colin Burgess review – a history of human space exploration
Sanders Lamont was Aerospace Writer for TODAY and the Gannett News Service during the 1960s and early 1970s. He covered the 1967 Apollo 1 tragedy, the moon landing, the dramatic Apollo 13 mission ...
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